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Abstract

At the IT department of WWU Münster (WWU IT), we operate a JupyterHub for
education and research. Researchers have access to virtual GPUs from their Jupyter ses-
sions. These may be used natively to compile and run CUDA accelerated code, e.g. for
machine learning. Using VirtualGL, we also provide an accelerated X server in Jupyter
sessions. X11 applications are then accessible from the browser using noVNC.

1 Introduction

Jupyter notebooks [2, 4] are a defacto standard for scientific research. They provide an easy to
use interface for visualizing results in a reproducable manner. Lately, the traditional notebook
interface has been replaced by JupyterLab. JupyterLab provides a nice tree view for file selec-
tion, a tabbed interface for opening multiple notebooks and a command line terminal. From a
launcher page, notebooks and other applications may be started.

At the IT department of WWU Münster (WWU IT), we operate a JupyterHub using Kube-
Spawner on a Kubernetes cluster [1]. This Kubernetes cluster itself runs on WWU Cloud, a
private IaaS cloud based on OpenStack [5] and part of the RDI-NRW project [6]. The Jupyter-
Hub can be used by students, in teaching and by researchers. We provide a selection of notebook
images containing standard applications available in the JupyterLab user interface. Sessions in
JupyterHub may have access to virtualized GPUs, used by CUDA applications and for visual-
ization.

2 WWU Cloud

The WWU Cloud is based on OpenStack and Ceph, providing IaaS services for WWU IT and
researchers. Once a project in OpenStack is created, virtualized infrastructure can be created
on demand. To orchestrate the OpenStack services, we use a baremetal Kubernetes cluster.
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Figure 1: Software Stack



Figure 2: JupyterLab Launcher

Using NVidia GRID technology, GPUs are virtualized as mediated devices ”mdev”. Device type
selection in Nova is currently limited to a single type per card. In the future, this limitation
can be avoided with OpenStack Cyborg, making it possible to dynamically select an arbitrary
vGPU type for a VM.

All types of virtual GPUs are available in OpenStack as custom resources named ”VGPU”,
making distinguishing between GPU types difficult. As we have only a single GPU type per
node, we added a special node trait on every node, specifying the GPU type. This makes it
possible to define flavors with vGPUs, allowing a VM to select the GPU type.

On OpenStack, WWU IT operates a kubernetes cluster, which is used for the deployment of
JupyterHub. Kubernetes nodes are organized in multiple groups: control plane, nodes, worker
nodes and worker nodes with vGPU. Control plane and node VMs have anti-affinity and are
suited for all types of services, whereas workers are used for JupyterHub Sessions. Nodes
with vGPUs are automatically labeled using ”node-feature-discovery” and the ”nvidia-device-
plugin”. Pods can select the GPU type directly via node label.

3 JupyterHub

JupyterHub is a webservice, providing jupyter notebook sessions hosted on dedicated hardware.
WWU IT operates a JupyterHub deployment on its kubernetes cluster, available for all students
and employees of WWU, mostly used by researchers and for courses. JupyterHub is configured
to use ”KubeSpawner” to spawn new instances as Pods. After login, users are presented with a
dialog for selecting the cpu and ram limits as well as the notebook image and vGPU support.
WWU IT provides a small selection of notebook images, containing commonly used software
for data analysis and visualization.

JupyterLab is used as the main user interface, providing a launcher interface to start ap-
plications, notebooks and terminal sessions. Combined with a treeview for file selection, git
integration and a tabbed interface for opening multiple notebooks, JupyterLab provides a com-
plete virtualized working environment in the browser. Our file storage in WWU Cloud as well
as our HPC cluster filesystems are directly available from JupyterLab sessions, making it ideal
to quickly analyze and visualize results from computations.

Apart from notebooks, we offer starting browser based applications like ”code-server” (a VS-
Code fork) and R Studio. This is realized using websockets and port-forwarding in JupyterLab.
These web applications run natively in the browser and are therefore very responsive.

We also offer X11 applications in JupyterHub sessions, realized by using noVNC. noVNC
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Figure 3: Voreen [3], an X11 3D visualization application, started inside a JupyterHub session

is a browser based remote visualization software based on the VNC protocol. The applications
are rendered on the Xorg server in the JupyterHub sessions and the output is compressed and
transfered to the browser, where it is displayed. In case, the session is started with vGPU
support, we configure an Xorg server with VirtualGL in a sidecar container, so that multiple
applications in a single session share a single GPU accelerated framebuffer. X11 Applications
see the full set of GLX extensions provided by the native driver and use server based rendering.
At WWU IT, we can therefore offer high end GPU acceleration for data visualization, with no
additional requirements on the client side.

When vGPU support is selected, the virtual GPUs are also directly accessible from within
the JupyterHub sessions. CUDA applications can be compiled and executed natively, e.g. for
machine learning tasks. We also integrated major machine learning frameworks (TensorFlow,
Kiras, PyTorch) into our notebook images.
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